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When you knew the managers of the bank, Wright and
Press, the latter a relation of Sir Samuel Hoare, you cashed
out in two minutes. But for the rest, the basis of the bank
(as of all Ethiopia) was rigidly anti-rush.
On Thursday morning the bank was full but the
scene could not be described as lively. The international
cashiers, clerks and accountants were comfortably fixed in
bottom gear, just growling along. In the office of Wright
and Press I found Lorenzo getting out money. De Grenet
of the Italian Legation was also filling his sacks.
The office of Wright and Press was an ordinary-looking
place, two windows, two desks, a safe and a seventy-
year-old map of Shoa, on which the plateau altitudes were
laid in a sombre shading worthy of Wilson. Lost in
wonder at its art, you forgot that it completely disregarded
topography.
The only other decoration of the room was a hippopotamus
skull, which lay on the floor fixing Wright's desk with a
hollow glare. The Ethiop who cleaned out the office in
the morning stuffed his cloths into the eye sockets. Its
gigantic mouth barely concealed soap and tins of floor
polish. We used to call it Vinci. As we called anything
comic and sinister in equal parts.
I was sitting on Vinci when Lorenzo came over to me.
Lorenzo is the only Ethiopian among my friends who can
speak with a cigarette in his mouth. He did not take
it out for what he had to say this time. It was as if he
were wishing me his ordinary good morning. " The war
began this morning," he said, " they bombed Adowa and
crossed the Mareb." Something jumped. It was me or
Vinci.
The streets slowly emptied. The approaches to the Palace
hill, the cobbled avenue from the station, the more modern
tarmac road from the Little Gibbi were a flurry of shammas,
picked out with many bristling rifles. The brass-bound
Fusil Gras was shouldered in aU the streets. Long before
eleven the great courtyard of the Old Gibbi was full of
armed men. Five thousand soldiers of the town squatted
with their guns held across their shoulders, in front of the
great war drum of the Empire, the Negariet of the Negus
Neghesti. Four servants carried it out, while a fifth followed
bearing a crooked club with which to strike it. The drum.

